Ballet—Art on the Move…
An Outreach Guide from the Minnesota Ballet

What Is Ballet?
The word ballet comes from the old Italian word ballare,
meaning to spring or jump about or to move in rhythm.
Sometimes ballet tells a story, such as Cinderella. Sometimes it shows a mood, such as happiness or fear. And
sometimes it is just beautiful or exciting movements for
the audience to enjoy.

Five basic positions of ballet (at LEFT)
Notice how all five positions require turnout: rotation of
the legs outward from the hip joints so that the kneecaps
and toes face outward. Dancers have to be both flexible
AND strong! Choreographers use these five basic positions as starting points to make up dances.

Where did ballet come from?
Ballet began five hundred years ago in Italy during the
Renaissance. In those days the Italian nobles entertained
important visitors with elaborate pageants of poetry, music,
mime, and dance. When Catherine de Medici, an Italian
noblewoman, married King Henry II and became Queen
of France, she introduced this kind of entertainment to the
French court.

Why do ballet steps have French names?
Almost a hundred years later, in 1643, Louis XIV became
King of France. He loved to dance and performed in many
of the court ballets. He created the Royal Academy of Music and Dance in 1661. The five positions of the feet were
worked out, and ballet began to develop as a set technique.

The Power of Dance
The most beautiful of the performing arts, ballet
combines movement, mime, theatricality, music,
gravity-defying balances, leaps, and turns.
Stunning in its athletic artistry, ballet can powerfully
convey human experience and emotion. It can awe,
dazzle, and connect on a visceral level. And it can
dramatically and wordlessly tell a story.

Ballet Is Beautiful—and Physically Demanding!
Dance is ranked the most physically demanding
job in America, as found by the Occupational
Information Network, through support by the U.S.
Department of Labor/Employment and Training
Administration
Dance rated highest overall in levels of required
strength, flexibility, coordination, and stamina.
Ballet does it all—and with unmatched grace
Swan Lake, choreographed by Robert Gardner.

Mirror-image arabesques showing balance.

Odette showing flexibility, the Prince strength.

Four Little Swans showing coordination, precision.

Evil Odile has a stamina-taxing role with
many, many fouettés (whipping spins).

Prince showing strength and balance.

A high lift is challenging
enough for the male to do
while standing still...

…but a “ribbon” lift is
even harder. The man
must move rapidly across
the floor to give the impression that the woman
is flowing gracefully
through the air.

Coppélia, choreographed
by Allen Fields.

A shoulder sit in Raymonda Suite,
choreographed by Allen Fields.

Spectacular
Lifts

A difficult lift to master that
shows the strength and balance
required for partnering, in
I Hope They Know, choreographed by Suzanne Kritzberg

Continuo, choreographed
by Antony Tudor.

A gravity-defying lift in Act II
from The Nutcracker,
choreographed by Allen Fields.

Jump drawing gasps in Lila White’s
Scenes from a Supper Club.

Ballet Is
for MEN!

Prince Ivan “flying” in Robert
Gardner’s Firebird.

Prince Siegfried off hunting in
Robert Gardner’s Swan Lake.

[right] Gymnastic
ability for a teetering “tightrope” walk
in Salvatore Aiello’s
Clowns and Others.

One of the most basic ballet
steps, the arabesque, shows
power, balance, and command.

Five strong men in Robert Gardner’s Scheherazade, in Tales of
the Arabian Nights, with Duluth Superior Symphony Orchestra.

Russian dancer getting air in Act II of
Allen Fields’ The Nutcracker

FAIRY TALES are
perfect for ballet with
their magical, colorful
characters. [left] Cinderella at her humble
home imagining herself at the ball.
[right] With the help of
some magical characters, she meets the
Prince at the ball.
Choreography by
Allen Fields.
Firebird, the Russian tale, reverses the
usual plot. A magical
bird—a super hero in
a tutu—frees Prince
Ivan from captivity.
Choreography by
Robert Gardner.

Swan Lake tells the
story of a doomed
love between a
maiden who has
been turned into
a swan by an evil
sorcerer.
Choreography by
Robert Gardner.

Sleeping Beauty is
filled with drama
from the wicked fairy
Carabosse’s fatal
curse of Princess
Rose to the Lilac
Fairy’s reducing the
curse to a long sleep
to the “happily ever
after” ending.
Choreography by
Robert Gardner.

Creatures
Real &
Fanciful
Kangaroo [left] and
Lion [right] both in
Carnival of the Animals
Choreographed by
Robert Gardner.

[left] The weaver Bottom, whose head is turned
by a magic spell into a
donkey’s, is pursued by
the fairy queen Titania,
herself under a spell, in
A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, choreographed by
Robert Gardner.
[right] Peacock, part of
the grand entertainments
following the wedding of
Princess Rose and Prince
Charmant, in Sleeping
Beauty, choreographed by
Robert Gardner.
[right] Unicorn,
part of the grand
entertainments following the wedding
in Sleeping Beauty,
choreographed by
Robert Gardner.
The creatures were
inspired by medieval tapestries.
Tortoise, in Carnival of the Animals, proves ballet is not
always elegant. Choreographed by Robert Gardner.

Ballet takes ballroom steps
to new levels with extended
and dramatic lines.
[left] A deep, flexible dip in
At Last, choreographed by
Karl von Rabenau.
[right] A striking kick in
Five O’clock Fox Trot.
Choreographed by Ginger
Thatcher.

Ballet Enlivening Other Dance Styles

When choreographers include world folk dances in
their works, ballet technique enhances the folk form.
Note the feet starting in perfect ballet position in the
wedding dance from Allen fields’ Coppélia.

When ballet choreographers create waltzes, the dance
style can take flight, such as “Waltz of the Snowflakes,”
in Allen fields’ The Nutcracker.

A back lift in Twyla Tharp’s Sinatra Suite,
which combines ballet and ballroom to tell
a couple’s story. This was performed in the
Ballet’s Bayfront Dance Festival when the
wind chill was in the 40’s—in August!

The “Garland Waltz” in Robert Gardner’s lush
Sleeping Beauty elevates the waltz into a grand
sweep of grace and flowers.

Evil Creatures:
When Ballet is
NOT Beautiful

[above] Lucy turned into a
vampire in Dracula, choreographed by Robert Gardner.

The powerful vampire in Dracula,
choreographed by Robert Gardner.

The evil fairy spurning a too late invitation to
the ball, in Sleeping Beauty, choreographed by
Robert Gardner.

[left] Evil sorcerer Kostchei,
in the Russian folktale Firebird, choreographed by
Robert Gardner.

The evil stepsisters in Cinderella, choreographed by Allen
Fields. This production carries on the ballet tradition of the
gawky stepsisters made even gawkier when they are played
by male dancers.

Karl von Rabenau, Artistic Director
Karl von Rabenau is delighted to return
to the ballet in Duluth that fostered his passion for dancing years ago. Karl explains,
‘I’ve been a student, a teacher, and an audience member of the Minnesota Ballet, and
I’ve always thought of it as a shining gem of
the upper Midwest’s arts community.“
As a dancer Karl worked with many leading choreographers
and performed in an impressive array of works. In his ten-year
dance career at the Milwaukee Ballet he performed such plum
roles as Iago in José Limón’s The Moor’s Pavane, and George
Balanchine’s Allegro Brillante and his Rubies.
As a teacher Karl was a faculty member for the Milwaukee
Ballet II, taught company class for the Milwaukee Ballet, served
as manager of the Riverpoint Branch of the Milwaukee Ballet
School and Academy, and has guest taught nationally.

Outreach Programming
Minnesota Ballet Company dancers come
from some of the country’s ﬁnest training programs and companies. They love bringing
dance to children and sharing the athletic art
form that is so much fun!
• performance for the whole school
• interactive intro with mini performance
• residency from a day to a week
• program to suit your special needs
Contact Outreach Coordinator Paige Kohler:
pkohler@minnesotaballet.com

Seeing Ballet Steps in Motion
To prepare for seeing the Minnesota Ballet live, you can check
YouTube videos demonstrating steps from fouettés (whipping
spins) to triple pirouettes (three full turns on one foot). Insight:
Ballet Glossary is a good place to start. You can also search
using ordinary phrases such as, “ballet jumps” or “ballet turns.”

School of the
Minnesota Ballet
Pre-professional
ballet training, Teen/
Adult Division, Creative Dance for children with developmental challenges,
year-round training.
Annual Student
Performance
www.minnesotaballet.org/school • facebook.com/schooloftheminnesotaballet
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